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The children of Maleficent, the Evil Queen, Jafar and Cruella De Vil have never ventured off the Isle

of the Lost... until now. Invited to the pristine Auradon, to attend prep school alongside the children

of beloved Disney heroes, Mal, Evie, Jay and Carlos must carryout their villain parents evil plot to

relieve once again. Will the rebel teens follow in their rotten parents' footsteps or will they choose to

embrace the innate goodness and save the kingdom?
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Mal, Evie, Jay and Carlos are the children of some of Disney's most heinous villains and they have

been invited to attend the school that all the "goody two shoes" go, Auradon Prep. Their parents

have sent them to the school with another plan in mind, stealing the wand of the fairy godmother.

After a failed attempt the four must really attend the school and plot their next attempts...uhm, I

mean... attempt.This is a great beginning-- it is fun to see what the children of some of the beloved

Disney characters might be like and the idea is a really great one. I haven't ever watched the

show... but I might be interested in it now that I have read this manga.I received a copy of this in

exchange for my unbiased review.



The book is very very thin, we cover the opening of Descendants to right after they can't capture the

wand. So you're a good ways into the movie so to speak, but this book just runs right past a lot of

the extra parts of the movie, like who's who, more of the school, etc.The artwork is colorful and

pops. I do like that. I just wish they'd have given us more of a manga book instead of what feels like

a comic book. I do believe the characters stay true to their movie counter parts so there's nothing

extra added to manga. The character styles are also true and are nicely converted to the manga

format for their clothing etc.

I had not seen Disney Descendants prior to reading this. I love the concept of villan's kids though

and will be checking out more of the Descendants. There are so many characters and relationships

that can be explored.This story was fast paced with lots of action. Basically, it reads like a series of

adventures. I felt the writing flowed well and it was sometimes comical. The art is outstanding.

Manga is so diverse...the panel layout and speech bubble placement worked well. I find I want to

cheer for the 4 villan kids because you see by their expressions - they care for one another and they

work well together as a team.They are adjusting to life in Auradon and have met new

acquaintances, are involved with building relationships, but haven't given up on the wand. This is a

portion of my Net Galley review.

My daughter is a huge Descendants fan. She was so excited when this book arrived in the mail.

She loves the style of the drawings, and the artwork is bright and colorful. She cannot wait to see

the new movie. Would recommend.

I too am a huge huge Descendants fan too!I love Mal(Dove Cameron),Evie(Sophia

Carson),Carlos(Cameron Boyce),Jay(BooBoo Stewart),etcÃ¢Â€Â¦This book really brings the actors

words and actions to life!Also,the art is amazing!!I cant even draw mals head right!They all look

super cool with their outfits and hair!I ike how there is a box around what they think and a word

bubble around what they say!So cute!!:)
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